
 
 
 



 
INTRODUCTION 

 
How would you like to know that after you finish reading this book you will have a  

level of certainty that you can defeat those invisible obstacles and succeed?  

 

It is my pleasure to elaborate on the following questions...       

 What happened to your sleep-in weekends?  

 How do I benefit from the evolution of the life coach and career design 

strategists or vision assistants? 

 What steps do I take to raise my game to the next level? 

 

I will be giving you my best tools that will arm you as a true “Trendsetter.”  I’m 

sure you ask yourself what does it take to not only stay ahead of the competition 

but, what if you knew the inside secrets to eliminating competition…wouldn’t that 

be game-changing?  This is what we do for those serious about succeeding in this 

new era of leadership with true value and contribution.   

There are many new entrepreneurs that pop up all over the globe daily.  And of 

course there are many that fail as quick as they begin.  So we want to ensure that 

you create longevity in your business.  We also want to create the best inner peace 

that will keep your family life in a quality state so as to be an example for those 

around you.  If you want more information about change and how to be the true 

change agent for your team download my “white paper” on the topic.   

In this e-book, we will highlight some of the quiet steps that are taken by the 

leaders in our society that continue to be out front of the pack.  Did you know that 

many of them that you hear about are not any smarter than you?  Some had a 

chance to grow into a position from the mailroom to the conference room.  They 

don’t have more intellect or any degrees yet, they do understand management.  Not 

what you’re thinking actually.  They have an incredible grasp on managing 

themselves in the time they are allotted each day.  Many have danced around the 

term “time management.”  Yet, there is no way to manage time we can only 

manage ourselves in time.  We can’t get any more and will not get any less unless 

we do things to shorten our lives intentionally.  Not the actions of an achiever.  

Thus, we are the same on the surface yet, they just use their 24hrs more wisely 

than we do.    

Additionally, you will be introduced to the deep dimensions of positive psychology 

and emotional fitness.  So many days are filled with excitement enroute to the 

office and stress after walking into the office.  These can take a toll on anyone.  

Yet, we will show you how to easily perform effective self management via self 

http://goarticles.com/article/What-Is-Change-Ready-or-Not-It-s-Coming/7484852/


awareness.  This is key to elevating yourself to the highest degree of actualization.  

We want you to continue to grow.  Our objectives are laid out and optimized in the 

extended reading called “8 Ways To Be 10 X Better.”  So rise early and enjoy the 

benefits of clarity and creativity.  Prepare for your true breakthroughs while 

overcoming serious setbacks that happen along the way.   

I say that and ponder this, with so many people looking for the next step, higher 

level of personal development, success secrets, professional tools and performance 

advice... Why hasn’t anyone taken it to this level? Believe it or not, I am the first to 

write to this degree about these principles from this coaching perspective!  This is 

what sets my writing apart from others. We are making history you and me.  Just 

by writing and reading this book we are joining the elite group of trendsetter that 

are contributing to raising our economy.  We have the opportunity to serve our 

community by making a small shift in our mind, leaving a lasting impact on the 

world.  Enjoy your reading. 

 

       

                       Rashid Hill 
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TRENDSETTER 
 
 

 
 
Rise early, set the pace-be the voice 

 

I remember when I only lived for the weekend in order to do one thing…sleep in 

late.  All week long I’m on a schedule.  Wake up early, get dressed, get my 

breakfast, get to school/work and try to get along with everybody.  Playing sports 

was fun but it also took up a lot of my time during the week.  Now the weekend is 

coming and you can almost taste how good it is going to feel to sleep in on 

Saturday.  That might be the highlight for many readers still today. 

 

Fast forward 20 years later into the future and your good habits have paid off.  

Now you honor your enterprise and pleased things are running smoothly and 

positively affecting so many lives.  As we grow from reading the oh-so valuable 

stories, that have been pillars in someone else’s life, I found one of the most 

consistent ideas that run between many of the entrepreneurs that I've studied.  They 

consistently rise early to get a jump-start on the world. 
 

So you might ask “what does rising early before 5am have to do with success.”  

The first thing that you might look at is the victory.  My father always encouraged 

me to rise early.  All day long you should focus on the victories of the day instead 

of the defeats.  When someone cuts you off while driving or when someone came 

running to you with a rumor … about you or you had a rude customer and so on?  

You can choose to focus on the positive things when you are driving to work or 

just react poorly.  It is your choice.  According to emotional intelligence studies, 

you can improve your reactions to various situations by improving on your self-

awareness on to self management.  Your emotions dictate your actions based on 

the meaning you allow to be given to an event.  Either do what many do and yell at 

the car(s) in front believing that one car is the cause of your pain. Or you can 

choose to listen to that inspirational motivational CD that is sitting in the passenger 

seat, unopened since you bought it.  How about putting in the CD and enjoying 



some personal development while you sit in traffic.  Taking you from a less 

positive emotion to one that supports your optimistic aspirations.  You don’t want 

to give anyone permission to make you feel how you don’t want to feel.  Do you?   

 

As we are wired to have free will, we can choose how we will deal with every 

circumstance.  In order to grow to be 10 X better, there are keys to unlocking those 

major qualities to propel us into that elite status.  Rise early to get things done.  No 

reason to wait until the sun comes up as if you have no lights in your house.  Do 

you think that Alex Haley always had lights or even a place to sleep while he was 

in pursuit of his masterpiece “Roots?” I briefly remember about his story and he 

spent some time in the Coast Guard, yet when he separated from the service he was 

on a mission to find his ancestral “roots” and connect them to his present.  Before 

it was all said and done, he had been living off his savings and borrowing money 

from friends eventually finding himself $100,000 in debt.  Homeless as well as 

hungry many times throughout the years yet, he covered over 100 years of history 

in order to follow his vision of what he knew without a doubt he would 

accomplish. With some help from a friend he had a place to stay and pursue his 

writing. Of course he contemplated ending his life during his twelve year search 

for the book he was determined to write and benefit others. He was at some very 

low points yet, he decided that his faith in his vision of completing this book would 

be his masterpiece because he is a writer not a loser.  He applied his faith and by 

believing in what he had started he went on to complete his 885 page best seller 

“Roots.”  He won the Pulitzer Prize for his writings.  Also his book was made into 

a mini-series on television that broke all viewing records at the time and won him 9 

Emmy awards.  Now how is that for hard work, applied faith and surely less sleep.  

When you can access your source of power your subconscious will make contact 

with infinite intelligence.  That discipline will undeniably result in the physical 

equivalent of what you imagine.  Alex Haley’s ability to follow the concept of 

“mental laws” was clearly apparent.  These laws are not something you construct 

they only manifest themselves as results.  Thus, we know of their existence.     

 

A great benefit of rising early is that it puts you on the right track to self-discipline.  

In order to increase your ability to manage your life, your events and what you 

consider important in your career is a direct result of how you practice self-

discipline.  How do you manage yourself in the time that you have?  What was 

your activity versus productivity in the last 24hrs?  What about the next 24hrs?  

These are clearly elements that can be measured for effectiveness.  Do we know 

what we do on a daily basis or do we just react day in and day out?  How will we 

ever rise to the status of being 10 X better if we can’t get out of the bed in the 

morning with a plan for the next 24hrs?  This is essential to mastery over one’s 

desires.  We must continue to grow, growth is critical to your self-discipline.  You 



will increase your productivity in life, in your career, in your business and in your 

family with the passion to continue to grow; intellectually, personally and 

professionally.  If you stop growing as if you have “arrived”, then you die! 

(Metaphorically of course)  We have a tool that assesses an individual’s needs and 

how they meet them in their life.  It gives you a kind of base of reference for your 

life state.  These are termed the “6 universal needs.”  Cloe Madanes, a world 

renowned Family Therapist and best-selling author has utilized this and teaches it 

as well.  As a life coach it is very helpful as part of your strategy in assisting your 

clients in the best way.  We will speak more about the 6 human needs in later 

chapters.  Growth is a key need that we all fulfill or we stop evolving.  It’s kind of 

like running a race and you are winning (growing) and when you look to your left 

or right your competitors begin to come even with you and subsequently they 

move ahead of you or “outgrow” you.  When you stop growing your ability to lead 

effectively diminishes, your level of family management lacks, your creativity is 

stunted and high energy becomes low energy… no confidence when you stop 

growing intellectually.  Make a change and focus on personal development and 

career development daily.  And yes, reading this book is a great start.   

 

You might ask how do I rise early and really effectively prepare for a vastly 

productive day?  I believe you must consider your activities from the night before.  

Did you set up your tasks or goals for the following day?  Have you arranged your 

next day’s tasks by priority so you don’t end up with a long list of “urgent” versus 

“important” things to accomplish?  Getting up early and being ready to take on the 

world is not just about that morning you have to plan the night before. The best 

time is right before bed in order to give your subconscious mind time to ponder a 

solution to a challenge that you might have had earlier in your day or business. (see 

more in the original “8 Ways to be 10 X Better”). And yes, it applies to your  

personal life as well. This is a whole life systematic approach with serious self-

discipline to create the absolute best version of YOU. So set your clock for 4:30am 

to wake you up unless your inner alarm is in full swing.   

Some people have a great inner alarm that allows them to simply think of the time 

they want to wake up and they are up and running as scheduled. No alarm clock.  

Even if you use an alarm clock your body will form a habit to the time that your 

body rises and soon you will be waking up like “clock-work.”   One thing I notice 

is that you begin anticipating the time that you have in the mornings.  It is quiet 

and pure.  Depending on where you live, most people are still asleep and that gives 

you a chance to clear your mind and unlock that true creativity that has lay 

dormant inside you for so long.  But, don’t get me wrong, you will need to be 

active and get results for your discipline of rising before dawn.   

 



Do not, I repeat do not allow yourself to be idle for more than 10 minutes or so in 

the morning at this time.  Your body really likes to do what is familiar or 

comfortable.  You will fight this feeling for many days.  Win this battle by jumping 

out of the bed at the specified time. (Don’t actually jump out of bed and hurt 

yourself!)  Get up and get your lymphatic system fast-flowing around your body.  

It will kick your brain in gear to not allow you to crawl back into the bed once you 

are up. Just bounce a bit after you are up.  We don't want you to be injured while 

doing this. I know, sounds like real fun.  “It is!”  So have fun with it. 

 

Ok, let me give you a few ideas for activity in the morning.  Of course it depends 

on your profession as if you work from home or if you are a stay-at-home-parent, 

there are so many things you can do to be productive and rise to be 10 X better.  

We only give you a few ideal suggestions of things that you may or may not be 

doing now but, would help you in ways you really enjoy. 

 

Top few ideas…  
 

1- Thank the Creator for this day, giving you another opportunity to fulfill 

your purpose. 

 

2- Drink 8oz of water with lemon(1 wedge) at room temperature 

 

3- Review your Ultimate Goal, (5)  Key Commitments, and Actions to 

make these happen today  (for ideas see Bonus Material)  

 

4- Now you can recite affirmations or any positive self talk to raise your 

mental state; you want to increase your mind energy and focus for incredible 

outcomes all day. 

 

5- Practice your proper breathing(diaphragmatic breathing like a baby) 

inhale-nose, exhale-mouth (your stomach will go out when you inhale – 

count to 30 then exhale) x 3 

 

Now, you can add some exercise or go for a walk while reciting your affirmations.  

You can read during this time as well.  It is up to you what you place in your 

activity list just produce results with your time.  This will help get you in a high 

mental state so you will be “on” all the time.  And remember, rising early and 

getting a jump on the world increases your chance for long term success. 

 

Last thing I want to mention here is that when you are up before dawn and walking 

or running through your neighborhood or on the track, it gives you a chance to 



reflect and project.  You are at one, in communion with your creator and can say 

what you want, think what you want, ask what you want and receive what you 

expect.  Yes, that is correct.  You are only limited by your imagination.  When you 

are calling on infinite intelligence for the answer, guidance and you firmly believe 

it will come you continue to be creative and see the result.  You have faith 

internally and externally and you will be assisted with universal resources that you 

see and can’t see working to bring your vision, your goals and your dreams to a 

successful climax.  You have to see it, before you achieve it! 

 

     Embrace the connections that you will make in the early mornings.  Thinking of 

all that you might have missed out on in the past and now you can envision that 

brighter future to come.  This is one time you can say… “I’ll start in the morning.”   

 

 

INSPIRATIONAL EXPRESSIONS 
Be Excited: Don’t sleep on the expression get excited!  No one will motivate you.  

It’s up to you to get up, get out and get something done.  This is your life, get 

excited and make something happen. 

 

 

 

*If you liked this body of work, I invite you to have more of my great principles in 

the power-packed, get-in-to-action book titled, “8 Ways To Be 10 X Better.” 

 

You can also find a teaser on Amazon - 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00BHK8HSE  

 

Thank you for your support. 

 

Rashid Hill, 

Founder of L3 Coaching Solutions 
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